
MAKE UP ARTISTS IN MOVIES

From making Cameron Diaz look flawless, to giving Arnold Schwarzenegger the face of a Terminator, movie makeup
artists bring characters to life.

Working on a television and film set Makeup artists that work in television and film help communicate the
personality of all characters to the viewer. Many actors and actresses develop relationships with makeup artists
and often request them by name at the beginning of a project. Time management: Movie makeup artists have
to manage their time and other peoples' time as well. In addition, schools with a film focus may be able to help
you get internships and jobs and make contacts with classmates and alumni in the business. The last is a
special FX makeup artist who is responsible for designing and creating special makeup effects using
prosthetics, latex, and animatronics. And become knowledgeable about the high-definition world, with its
more powerful resolution that demands carefully made-up performers. The senior make-up artist oversees the
work of the other make-up artists and usually become primarily responsible for continuity. In our LA makeup
school , we educate more on the beauty side of the industry. Four-time Oscar winner Stan Winston drew and
made puppets as a child. Hands-on experience: Experiment and familiarize yourself with the wide variety of
products available. Caglione went from high school to television, where he made cones for the Coneheads on
"Saturday Night Live. In the event that you have to recreate the makeup at a later date reshoots , you can use
these images as a reference which is called continuity. Stars often bring their own hairdresser to filming
locations, rather than using the services of the film's hair department. There are endless amounts of tv
personalities on air and each artist should be versed in getting to know them and their makeup preferences.
Bridal makeup Bridal makeup is a new segment in a makeup artist's repertoire. Accents such as theatrical
blood and ooze are also techniques applicable to this type of makeup. As an audience member, assuming all
other elements are met acting, writing, directing , it becomes that much easier for you to become invested in
the characters on the screen when the makeup is done well. We suggest avoiding anything with shimmers and
glitters, as they could detract from the face and draw too much attention to a certain feature. This could mean
using elaborate makeup and wigs for costume dramas, horror films or sci-fi movies or using materials to alter
the shape of a face or create realistic scars. That may mean starting with television or theater, and it may mean
starting as gofer for an established make-up artist. Assistant make-up artists handle lower-level make-up
chores and assist the make-up artists. From ethnic, to glamorous, to contemporary, makeup artists are now an
important part of wedding planning in Asia, Europe, Africa and North America. But by being on a set working
with make-up challenges, you'll learn how production works and pick up tips on how to be effective as a
make-up artist. You'll also be able to add to your portfolio and make contacts to help you move up. Although
school will give you a start, your training really will come from working in the industry. At least, that's how it
worked for some well-known make-up artists. How many of these positions exist in a project depends on the
project's needs and budget: Key Makeup Artist: They are in charge of the makeup department. Hollywood
union regulations, for example, classify movie make-up artists based on the area of the actor's body being
made up: A make-up artist is allowed to apply cosmetics only from the top of the head to the top of the
breastbone, from fingertips to wrists and from toes to ankles. These pictures will serve as a reference and
recording of the look. For television, bright and hot lights are usually used so makeup should be fuller
coverage and long-wearing. For us to buy the story, we need to believe that there is actually a robot under
Schwarzenegger's skin, or that Jennifer Lopez has bruises on her face, or whatever. The Los Angeles film and
TV industry is a haven for makeup artists and crucial for their career and role in television and movies.
Makeup techniques[ edit ] Fashion Fashion makeup is used in magazine photography as well as on the fashion
runway. This growth rate compares to the projected 7 percent growth for all occupations. Airbrushing The use
of an airbrush which is a small air-operated device that sprays various media some products and water-based
makeup by a process of nebulization. He also makes appointments with optometrists and dentists for actors
who need special contacts or dental effects. John Chambers, who earned an honorary Oscar for "Planet of the
Apes" , cut other neighborhood kids' hair. With solid training behind you, a strong portfolio and your eyes to
the future, you should be ready to create some movie make-up magic of your own. For starters, you'll want to
consider education.


